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Flip Condenser Lens (re) Instructions

RGB-FCL01

Package content and nomenclature
You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Light Module.

Flip stopper

Flip Condenser Lens (re)
main body

Clamping bolt ×２
Washer ×２

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2 mm)
Used to mount and remove
the ﬁlter."

Spacer
(for using two Flip Adapters)

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2.5 mm)
Used to attach and detach
this accessory to and from
the Light Module, as well as
for adjusting the ﬂip weight."

Long clamping bolt ×２
(for using two Flip Adapters)

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5 mm)

● Attaching the Flip Condenser Lens (re)
main body to the Light Module
①Remove the protector from the Light Module.
②Align the desired threaded hole on the Light
Module with the threaded hole on the main
body. Place the washer and clamping bolt as
shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the bolt using an
Allen wrench to clamp the main body to the
Light Module.
③Conﬁrm that the main body does not rattle and
ﬂips open and closed smoothly.

Clamping bolt
Washer

Protector

Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5 mm)

● Attaching the ﬂip stopper to the main body
①Align the threaded hole on the Light Module
opposite to the one you used above with that on
the ﬂip stopper. Place the washer and clamping
bolt as shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the bolt
using an Allen wrench to clamp the ﬂip stopper
on the main body.
②Conﬁrm that the ﬂip stopper does not rattle. Also
make sure that it locks when it is ﬂipped closed
and unlocks and opens when the ﬂip lever is
pressed.

Clamping bolt
Washer

Flip stopper

OPEN

PUSH

●Adjusting the ﬂip weight
Adjust the ﬂip weight by tightening or
loosening the clamping bolt on the Flip
Adapter hinge with an Allen wrench (width
across ﬂats: 2.5 mm).

Main Speciﬁcations

CAUTION
●When carrying your photography equipment
underwater or transporting it on land, close
the ﬂip and lock it. Otherwise, the ﬂip may be
damaged by the force of water or shock from
dropping.
●The ﬂip stopper will cast a shadow if the light
is on with the accessory ﬂipped open.

Lighting angle: Without condenser lens ̶ 100°
With condenser lens ̶ 60°
Dimensions:

55 × 71 × 27 mm

Weight:

26 g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel

Country of manufacture: Japan
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Searchlight Adapter 2 (re) Instructions

RGB-SA02

Package content and nomenclature
You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Light Module.

Flip stopper

Clamping bolt ×２
Searchlight Adapter 2 (re)
main body

Washer ×２

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2 mm)
Used to mount and remove
the ﬁlter."

Spacer
(for using two Flip Adapters)

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2.5 mm)
Used to attach and detach
this accessory to and from
the Light Module, as well as
for adjusting the ﬂip weight."

Long clamping bolt ×２
(for using two Flip Adapters)

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5 mm)

●Attaching the Searchlight Adapter 2 (re)
main body to the Light Module
①Remove the protector from the Light Module.
②Align the desired threaded hole on the Light
Module with the threaded hole on the main
body. Place the washer and clamping bolt as
shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the bolt using an
Allen wrench to clamp the main body to the
Light Module.
③Conﬁrm that the main body does not rattle and
ﬂips open and closed smoothly.

Clamping bolt
Washer

Protector

Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5 mm)

● Attaching the ﬂip stopper to the main body
①Align the threaded hole on the Light Module
opposite to the one you used above with that on
the ﬂip stopper. Place the washer and clamping
bolt as shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the bolt
using an Allen wrench to clamp the ﬂip stopper
on the main body.
②Conﬁrm that the ﬂip stopper does not rattle. Also
make sure that it locks when it is ﬂipped closed
and unlocks and opens when the ﬂip lever is
pressed.

Clamping bolt
Washer

Flip stopper

OPEN

PUSH

●Adjusting the ﬂip weight
Adjust the ﬂip weight by tightening or
loosening the clamping bolt on the Flip
Adapter hinge with an Allen wrench (width
across ﬂats: 2.5 mm).

Main Speciﬁcations

CAUTION
●When carrying your photography equipment
underwater or transporting it on land, close
the ﬂip and lock it. Otherwise, the ﬂip may be
damaged by the force of water or shock from
dropping.
●The ﬂip stopper will cast a shadow if the light
is on with the accessory ﬂipped open.

Lighting angle: Without Searchlight Adapter ̶ 100°
With Searchlight Adapter ̶ 30°
Dimensions:

55 × 71 × 40 mm

Weight:

32 g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel

Country of manufacture: Japan
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Snoot Kit 2 (re) Instructions

RGB-SN02

Package content and nomenclature
You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Light Module.

ø8 mm
snoot

Snoot Kit 2 (re)
main body

ø16 mm
snoot

Flip stopper

Spacer (for using
two Flip Adapters)

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2 mm)
Used to mount and remove
the ﬁlter."

Clamping bolt ×２
Washer ×２

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2.5 mm)
Used to attach and detach
this accessory to and from
the Light Module, as well as
for adjusting the ﬂip weight."

Long clamping bolt ×２
(for using two Flip Adapters)

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

●Attaching the Snoot Kit 2 (re) main body to
the Light Module
①Remove the protector from the Light Module.

Clamping bolt

②Align the desired threaded hole on the Light
Module with the threaded hole on the main body.
Place the washer and clamping bolt as shown in the
ﬁgure and tighten the bolt using an Allen wrench to
clamp the main body to the Light Module.
③Conﬁrm that the main body does not rattle and
ﬂips open and closed smoothly.

Washer

Protector

Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

● Attaching the ﬂip stopper to the main body
①Align the threaded hole on the Light Module
opposite to the one you used above with that on
the ﬂip stopper. Place the washer and clamping
bolt as shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the bolt
using an Allen wrench to clamp the ﬂip stopper
on the main body.
②Conﬁrm that the ﬂip stopper does not rattle. Also
make sure that it locks when it is ﬂipped closed and
unlocks and opens when the ﬂip lever is pressed.

● Attaching the snoot(s) to the main body
Screw in the ø16 mm snoot (and ø8 mm snoot) into
the main body according to your subject and
shooting conditions. The optional ø4 mm snoot
extension (RGB-SNEX1) can also be used.

●Adjusting the ﬂip weight
Adjust the ﬂip weight by tightening or loosening
the clamping bolt on the Flip Adapter hinge with
an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5mm).

Main Speciﬁcation
Dimensions:

55 × 71 × 40 mm

Weight:

59 g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel, Aluminum

Clamping bolt
Washer

Flip stopper

OPEN

PUSH

ø16 mm snoot
【optional accessory】
ø4 mm snoot extension
(RGB-SNEX1)

ø8 mm snoot

CAUTION
●When carrying your photography equipment
underwater or transporting it on land, close
the ﬂip and lock it. Otherwise, the ﬂip may be
damaged by the force of water or shock from
dropping.
●The ﬂip stopper will cast a shadow if the light
is on with the accessory ﬂipped open.

Country of manufacture: Japan
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Flip Adapter 2 Frame (re) Instructions 1/2

RGB-FA02

Package content and nomenclature
You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Light Module.

Flip stopper

Flip Adapter 2 Frame (re)
main body

Clamping bolt ×２
Washer ×２

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2 mm)
Used to mount and remove
the ﬁlter."

Spacer
(for using two Flip Adapters)

"Allen wrench (width across
ﬂats: 2.5 mm)
Used to attach and detach
this accessory to and from
the Light Module, as well as
for adjusting the ﬂip weight."

Long clamping bolt ×２
(for using two Flip Adapters)

Mounting the ﬁlter on the Flip Adapter
①Use an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2 mm)
to unscrew the 4 bolts on the Flip Adapter and
remove the ﬁlter stopper.
②Fit the optional ﬁlter in the ﬁlter stopper and
attach it to the Flip Adapter. Then ﬁx it by
tightening the 4 bolts with an Allen wrench
(width across ﬂats: 2 mm).

Allen wrench
(width across ﬂats:2mm)

Allen wrench
(width across ﬂats:2mm)

Bolt

【optional accessory】
Filter
Bolt

Filter stopper

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

●Attaching the Flip Adapter 2 Frame (re) main
body to the Light Module
①Remove the protector from the Light Module.
②Align the desired threaded hole on the Light
Module with the threaded hole on the main
body. Place the washer and clamping bolt as
shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the bolt using
an Allen wrench to clamp the main body to the
Light Module.
③Conﬁrm that the main body does not rattle and
ﬂips open and closed smoothly.

Clamping bolt
Washer

Protector

Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

● Attaching the ﬂip stopper to the main body
①Align the threaded hole on the Light Module
opposite to the one you used above with that
on the ﬂip stopper. Place the washer and clamping bolt as shown in the ﬁgure and tighten the
bolt using an Allen wrench to clamp the ﬂip
stopper on the main body.
②Conﬁrm that the ﬂip stopper does not rattle.
Also make sure that it locks when it is ﬂipped
closed and unlocks and opens when the ﬂip
lever is pressed.

Clamping bolt
Washer

Flip stopper
OPEN

PUSH
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Flip Adapter 2 Frame (re) Instructions 2/2

RGB-FA02

Using two Flip Adapters
You can also use two Flip Adapters. Attach the
optional spacer to the second Flip Adapter using
the provided long clamping bolts.

●Attaching the spacer to the second Flip
Adapter

Allen wrench
(width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

Bolt

Allen wrench
(width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

Long clamping bolt

①Unscrew the 2 bolts as shown in the ﬁgure with
an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm) and
remove the ﬂip from the hinge.
②Sandwich the spacer between the frame and
hinge as shown in the ﬁgure. After making sure
that the hexagonal nuts are in the bolt receptacles on the hinge, attach the Flip Adapter to the
hinge via the spacer by tightening the long
clamping bolts with an Allen wrench (width
across ﬂats:2.5mm).

Spacer

【Complete】

Make sure that the
hexagonal nuts are
in place.

●Attaching the second Flip Adapter to the
Light Module
①Align the threaded hole on the hinge of the
second Flip Adapter with the threaded hole on
the Condenser Lens or other accessory which is
in the 90°position from the ﬁrst Flip Adapter. Fix
the second Flip Adapter with the spacer
attached using the provided long clamping bolt.
Attach the ﬂip stopper to the opposite threaded
hole.
←See page 2.
○Be sure to attach the condenser lens to the ﬁrst
Flip Adapter (on the Light Module side). If the
Condenser Lens is attached to the second Flip
Adapter, the focal length changes, canceling the
condensing eﬀect.
○Do not use the Snoot Kit and Searchlight
Adapter simultaneously. Attaching them
together changes focal length, canceling the
condensing eﬀect.

【Complete】

【Open state】

●Adjusting the ﬂip weight
Adjust the ﬂip weight by tightening or loosening the clamping bolt on the Flip Adapter
hinge with an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:
2.5mm).

Main Speciﬁcation
Dimensions:

55 × 71 × 27 mm

Weight:

23 g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel

CAUTION
●When carrying your photography equipment
underwater or transporting it on land, close
the ﬂip and lock it. Otherwise, the ﬂip may be
damaged by the force of water or shock from
dropping.
●The ﬂip stopper will cast a shadow if the light
is on with the accessory ﬂipped open.

Country of manufacture: Japan
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Bandoors (re) Instructions

RGB-BD01

Package content and nomenclature

You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Light Module.

Clamping bolt ×4

"Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5 mm)
Used to attach and detach this accessory to
and from the Light Module, as well as for
adjusting the ﬂip weight."

Washer ×4
Bandoors S ×2

Bandoors L ×2

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
●Attaching the Bandoors (re) to the Light Module

①

①Remove the protector from the Light Module.
②Align the threaded holes on the hinges of the Bandoors L and S and ﬁx them
to the Light Module by tightening the clamping bolts via the washers with
the Allen wrench as shown in the ﬁgure.
③Conﬁrm that the bandoors do not rattle and open and close smoothly.

Protector

②

③

Bandoor L
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

Bandoor S
Clamping bolt
Washer

Bandoor L
Bandoor S

●Folding the Bandoors (re)
Fold the bandoors in the order shown on the right.
④

CAUTION
●When carrying your photography equipment
underwater or transporting it on land, fold
the bandoors. Otherwise, the bandoors may
be damaged by the force of water or shock
from dropping.

②

①

③

●Adjusting the ﬂip weight
Adjust the ﬂip weight by tightening or loosening the clamping bolt on the Flip
Adapter hinge with an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5mm).
Main Speciﬁcation
Dimensions:

Max.98 × 54 × 32 mm

Weight:

82 g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel, PVC

Country of manufacture: Japan
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GoPro Adapter 2 (re) Instructions

RGB-GA02

Package content and nomenclature
You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Light Module.

GoPro Adapter 2 (re)
main body

"Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2.5 mm)
Used to attach and detach this accessory to
and from the Light Module, as well as for
adjusting the ﬂip weight."

Clamping bolt ×1
Washer ×1

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
●Attaching the GoPro Adapter 2 (re) to the Light Module
①Remove the protector from the Light Module.

①

②Align the threaded hole on the GoPro Adapter with the hole on the Light
Module most suitable for your shooting requirements, e.g., vertical
framing. Attach it to the Light Module by tightening the clamping bolt via
the washer with the Allen wrench as shown in the ﬁgure.
③After conﬁrming that the GoPro Adapter does not rattle, mount your
GoPro on the adapter.

Protector

②

Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2.5mm)

Clamping bolt
Washer

【Complete】

Main Speciﬁcation
Dimensions:

24 × 32 × 20mm

Weight:

8g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel

Country of manufacture: Japan
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Direct Hook 2 (re) Instructions

RGB-DH02

Package content and nomenclature

You will need the following commercially available
tools to attach this accessory to the Battery Module.

Direct Hook 2 (re)
main body

"Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2 mm)
Used to mount and remove the ﬁlter."

Note: This product is for dedicated use with the BM3521S/BM6721L
Battery Module for SYTEM01/02:re. Direct Hook 2 (re) cannot be
used in combination with Float Jacket 2 S(re)/2 L(re).

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
●Attaching the Direct Hook 2 (re) to the Battery Module
①Use an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats: 2 mm) to unscrew the 2 screws from the Battery Module and slide out the accessory ﬁxing plate
as shown in the ﬁgure.
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2mm)

Accessory ﬁxing plate

② Slide in the Direct Hook 2 (re) in the direction shown in the ﬁgure and ﬁx it by using the Allen wrench to screw the 2 screws removed in
(1) into the threaded holes shown in the ﬁgure.

Main Speciﬁcation
Dimensions:

30 × 12 × 69mm

Weight:

20 g

Material:

Polycarbonate, Stainless steel

【Complete】

Country of manufacture: Japan
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Float Jacket 2 S (re) / Float Jacket 2 L (re) Instructions

RGB-FJ03/FJ04

Package content and nomenclature

Float Jacket 2 S (re)
main body

Float stopper

Note: the Float Jacket 2 S (re) is for dedicated use with
the BM3521S Battery Module for SYTEM01:re.

Float Jacket 2 L (re)
main body

Float stopper

Note: the Float Jacket 2 L (re) is for dedicated use with
the BM6721L Battery Module for SYTEM02:re.

Attaching the Float Jacket to the Battery Module
①Push the Float Jacket over the Battery Module as far as it will go in the direction shown in the ﬁgure.

②Make sure that the red LOCK button on the ﬂoat stopper is in the unlocked position (protruding). Push the ﬂoat stopper against the
Battery Module in the direction shown in the ﬁgure until it clicks. Then push in the LOCK button to lock the release levers.
LOCK

Conﬁrm that the release lever
does not move.

Removing the Float Jacket from the Battery Module
①Press the UNLOCK button on the ﬂoat stopper. Then, while pushing the release levers with your thumb and ﬁnger, pull the ﬂoat
stopper to remove it.
②Pull the Float Jacket from the Battery Module to remove it.

Main Speciﬁcations
Dimensions: Float Jacket 2 S (re) ......... 82 × 68 × 110 mm / Weight: 70 g (including ﬂoat stopper)
Float Jacket 2 L (re).......... 83 × 76 × 112 mm
Material:

76 g (including ﬂoat stopper)

Polyethylene, Polycarbonate, Aluminum

Country of manufacture: China
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Direct Carabiner (re) Instructions

RGB-DC1

Package content and nomenclature

Tripod screw hole

Clamping bolt( M3x6mm) ×2
Washer ×2

Direct Carabiner (re)
main body

When attaching a commercially available accessory
to the tripod screw holes, use the "Accessory ﬁxing
plate" attachment screw (M3 x 3mm) to secure the
Direct Carabiner (re). In this case, a slight rattling may
occur, but it is not defective.

Allen wrench
(width across ﬂats: 2 mm)

Note: This product is for dedicated use with the BM3521S/BM6721L Battery Module for
SYTEM01/02:re. Direct Carabiner (re) cannot be used in combination with Float Jacket 2 S(re)/2 L(re).

Attaching the accessory to the Light Module
●Attaching the Direct Carabiner (re) to the Battery Module
① Remove the two screws (M3 x 3 mm) on the battery module with an Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2mm) and pull out the
Accessory ﬁxing plate. Keep the removed screws and accessory ﬁxing plate.
Allen wrench (width across ﬂats:2mm)

Screw（M3x3mm）

Accessory ﬁxing plate

② Insert the main body of the Direct Carabiner (re) in the direction shown in the ﬁgure, and ﬁx it with the supplied washer and
ﬁxing bolt (M3 x 6 mm) by tightening two places with a hexagon wrench at the positions shown in the ﬁgure.

Main Speciﬁcation
Dimensions:

24 × 25 × 81mm

Weight:

27 g

Material:

Stainless steel, POM

【【Complete】】

Country of manufacture: Japan
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